
WHEN PARENTS AND CHILDREN ARE WORLDS APART 

 

 

Q. 

>My eight-year-old son has been seemingly rejecting my love and affection 

>for the last few years. If he approaches me for a hug or a snuggle, it's 
>fine. But if I approach him, he pushes me away. That in itself woudln't 

>bother me but he also rejects words of praise or even looks of love. If he 

>"catches" me in such an act, he'll grunt his disapproval or somehow make it 

>known that he doesn't like what's going on.  

> 

>I know it's important for him to be cool and kind of macho. But he's been 

>doing this since he's about five and that seems too young for those kinds 

>of feelings. I worry that he's not getting the love he needs from me. He's 

>much more physically affectionate with his father, which puts me somewhat 

>more at ease. 

> 

>Should I be worried? Am I doing something wrong? I have a hard time 
>understanding this behavior. 

 

 

A.  

Let's try to put your son's particular interaction with you in the context of his overall emotional 

development.  

First, what sign of affection does he accept from you? Can he accept gifts? Does he enjoy food you 

prepare for him? Does he communictae with warmth about his life? 

Second, what affection will he accept from others? You are right to be reassured by his connection with 

his father. What about aunts and uncles or grandparents? The more such experiences are available, the 

less the worry. 
Now, let's think about the age of 5. Is it possible that something became temporarily distorted in your 

boy's relationship to you? Can you identify a feeling that he  became less clear to you, something of a 

mystery? Did you start to feel at a loss to comprehend him in the robust way that you did before? 

Sometimes otherwise healthy children become "lost" at a time when their inner experience cannot find 

a deep connection with mother's experience. This may occur when there is a deep contradiction 

between the viewpoint of the child and that of the parents. 

One most common example is the birth of a sibling. There is a naturally deep contradiction between the 

mother's joy with her new child, and the older child's just as natural resentment and aggression. 

Mothers feel hard pressed to fully engage the older child's feelings which are so different form her 

own.  

Another common exampleis illness in one child. While parents feel so devoted and anxious for the 

welfare of the ill child (and perhaps guilty about something they might have failed to do) the well 
siblings would just as naturally resent the ill child who is stealing attention and concern form them, and 

they could well find themselves wishing on the ill child exactly the result that the parents are trying so 

desparately to avoid. Parents and children would fall worlds apart. The exhausted and drained parents 

could easily miss proviidng the deep appreciation for just the feelings that children need so much to 

have their parents appreciate. 

Needless to say, if a new sibling is also the object of medical anxiety and attention, matters will be all 

the more difficult. 

A simpler example would be the developmentally normal anxiety taht 5 year olds feel when they first 

realize that mother does not know their entire subjective world from the inside. Younger children go to 

kindergarten with the reassuring feeling that mother actually knows everything that they experience. 

This allows them the privelege of telling storiies in parts and form the middle- the way you would 
recount common memories of a trip taken together. Of course, mother was not there in HER 

experience. Around the age of 5 children experience a sort of "banishment from paradise" as they first 

come to feel how entirely alone they really are inside their persoanl inner world of feelings, thoughts, 

and memories. When this feeling is not appreciated by mother, it often creates a temporary  feeling of 

being lost or at a loss. 

 

So I would encourage you to re-examine whether your boy felt that he lost your most deep 

understanding and appreciation for his feelings- normative or challenged- back when he withdrew from 



physical closeness.  If you and his father can identify some locus of being lost, you may be well on the 

way to restoring the feeling of being "found" that your boy may be asking for in his behavior. 

 

 

 


